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Metropole: Rome  
 

As the saying goes, “when in Rome, do as the Romans do.” And few 4 star hotels capture the spirit of this dynamic city 
quite like the Metropole. Standing close to the Termini railway station and the Teatro dell’Opera di Roma, you’re in 
the midst of everything. But, set apart from the whizzing Vespas and honking horns, this is also a peaceful spot, fully 
refurbished to offer comfort without compromise.  
 
  

 

  Location 
  Via Principe Amedeo, 3 - Roma 00185 Italy 
 
  Scan the QR code to view the interactive map 
  Or visit: www.starhotels.com/en/our-hotels/metropole-rome/location.html 

 
 
  

From the station 
Our hotel is near Roma Termini train station - only 300m walking distance. 
 
From the highway  
• From A1 Roma/Milano highway (30km), take exit Grande Raccordo Anulare/Via Salaria, go towards Roma city 

centre. 
• From A2 Roma/Napoli highway (25km), exit Grande Raccordo Anulare/Via Tuscolana, go towards Roma city 

centre.  
 
From the airport  
From Leonardo da Vinci-Fiumicino Airport (35km), take the train train Leonardo Express to the Roma Termini train 
station, available every 30 minutes. 
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Rooms and Suites  

  

Each of our 236 rooms and suites are the ideal base for a weekend or holiday in Rome. Recently renovated, they 
feature warm cherry wood furniture and neutral colour schemes with luxurious touches such as silky fabrics and silver-
leaf plated mirrors. Many of our top-floor suites enjoy views of St Peter’s Dome.  
 
Restaurant & bar   

 

The Apicio restaurant serves authentic Roman cuisine in a stylish, intimate setting. An excellent choice for dining in 
Rome, the artfully prepared menu offers a mix of local specialities and international dishes, all complemented by an 
excellent wine list. While, for a light snack, coffee or cocktail, the Rendez Vous Bar is a wonderful spot to while away 
the time with friends, day or night.  
 
Meetings & events   

 

From business meetings to conferences and large conventions, the Metropole Rome specialises in delivering events 
with flair. From our location in the city center we offer exceptional service and world-class facilities including 9 
flexible, modern meeting rooms for up to 180 people, all equipped with the latest technology. 
And, for a touch of glamour, our Apicio restaurant can be booked for private dinners and drinks receptions.  
 
Services 
  

At the Metropole we strive to make your stay as effortless as it is enjoyable. So you’ll find everything you’d expect from 
a 4 star hotel in Rome including room service, laundry and dry cleaning, Wi-Fi throughout the hotel, a fitness room 
and a business corner for those who need to work. 
And, to help you make the most of your time in Rome, we have an experienced concierge service.  
 
 


